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Lesson Objective: To understand what remains
of the ancient Maya and how they impacted
upon life today.



Previous Learning 

• As a quick recap see if you can answer the following questions on the ancient Maya 
civilization:

1. Who were the ancient Maya?

2. Where did the ancient Maya live?

3. What were Mayan houses made from?

4. What clothing did people wear during this period of time?

5. What are the biggest differences between life during the Mayan period and life 
today?



What remains of the ancient Maya?

• Please use the link below and make some notes which
describe what is left from the ancient Maya.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zq6svcw/articles/zs2
ph39

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zq6svcw/articles/zs2ph39


The remains of the ancient Maya 

Something that was extremely popular
during the ancient Maya period was
farming. The Mayans were highly skilled
farmers and would grow/harvest crops and
food. Farming provided the Mayan’s with a
regular supply of food to ensure they met
the demand. Corn was the basis for the
Maya and was something that they grew in
large quantities.

Farming is an activity that is seen across
the world today and is a key supply of
food.



The remains of the ancient Maya



The remains of the ancient Maya

The Mayan’s also designed a number system
and were responsible for inventing ‘0’. They
were highly skilled mathematicians meaning
that they have an impact on modern day
maths.

Mayan architecture such as pyramids still
remain and highlight their existence.

During the Mayan period they made lots of
objects from ‘Jade’. This is a type of stone
and is still seen today. The picture on the
right is a head pendant made from Jade.



Task

• Using the information provided, produce a poster which
informs the reader what remains of the ancient Maya. You
may use a mixture of words and pictures to represent this.
On your poster I would expect to see information about the
counting system, architecture, farming and the famous
stone that they used to make things.

• If you want to do your own research and share other
findings that would be great.

• Remember to make your information stand out, use pictures
and add colour to hook the reader in.



Task

• Red Task – I can produce an information sheet which outlines
some of the things that remain from the ancient Maya.

• Yellow Task – I can produce an information sheet which describes
the most significant things to remain from the ancient Maya. I
can use subheadings to organise my information too.

• Green Task – I can produce an information sheet which explains
the most significant things to remain from the ancient Maya. I
can include some of my own independent findings and can evaluate
which is the most significant thing to have been left behind by
the Mayans.


